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What are Artifacts?

Artifacts are limited-use magical items, similar to relics but much weaker. Artifacts are always benign in their design; that is, there is no such thing as an artifact weapon, a suit of artifact armor, or an artifact shield. At best, a wand can be used to aid in the casting of magic, but a wand by itself can only be used to cast whatever magic it was built to contain.


How They Work

Regardless of what powers an artifact may have, if an artifact's power is used -- even just once -- it is always destroyed at the end of the game or scenario. A player may carry an artifact with him over the course of several battlegames, never activating it, but once he uses its power, the artifact automatically distintegrates at the end of the game. No form of protection or reinforcement can prevent this; only relics have the ability to endure it and an artifact would become a relic if it were given such permanence.

Artifacts store the magical energy of a spell or enchantment to be released at a time of the bearer's choosing. Artifacts also count as enchantments; that is, you cannot carry more than one artifact at a time and you cannot carry both an artifact and an enchantment unless you have some sort of ability to stack enchantments. Artifacts themselves can never carry enchantments.

All magics cast by artifacts are treated exactly like the spells they mimic:
* A player must supply any material components required by the magics
* Artifact powers are blocked by Protection From Magic (and in some cases by other forms of protection as well.)
* The normal rules for spellcasting applies to any spell cast by an artifact or its bearer (cannot cast with a weapon in hand, must speak loudly, cannot move except with Hold Person and Wounding, etc).
* The immunities of paladins and anti-paladins against certain wizard spells also work against artifacts with those spells

Artifacts that have Dispel Magic cast on them are suppressed for a 300 count (as if they were under the effects of an antimagic field). Artifacts count as garb with regard to being targeted by destructive magics.


Creating Artifacts

Any spellcasting class may create an artifact, but spellcasters are not allowed to use artifacts they themselves create (this is for game balance). Artifacts that are created during a battlegame are always destroyed when the game ends, regardless of whether it was used or not.

For the most part, any verbal, spellball, enchantment, fixed enchantment, or neutral can be placed into an artifact. When an artifact is created, the name and level of the magic(s) infused into it must be written somewhere on the artifact, on an attached tag, or in a catalog held by the reeves. If a magic is shared across classes (such as Teleport) or is very similar to another magic (such as Protect and Protection), the name of the casting class (i.e., Wizard or Healer) must also be given.

There are no rules for spellcasters directly creating artifacts as of yet, whether in-game or out-of-game, but all artifacts should have a maximum "shelf-life" of six months (like relics) or until they're used during a battlegame, whichever comes first. Allowing players to discover or earn artifacts during quests as minor prizes or as royal awards are also possibilities. One might allow players to sacrifice a number of class credits to get a randomly-determined artifact. On the other hand, using a money system to buy or sell artifacts is way too much of a hassle.



Artifact Types

There are five artifact types: scrolls, potions, wands, tomes, and rings. The first three artifact types can never have more than one power, while rings can have several -- but are very rare and precious. All classes can use artifacts of any type except for barbarians, who can only use potions and rings. Some mages classify relics as a sixth type of artifact.

Scrolls are the most common type of artifact. These are always single-use items; that is, they are destroyed after one use. In the case of layered enchantments like Protect and Stoneskin, scrolls can only grant one layer of these enchantments. Typically, scrolls contain magics that are castable once per game, but may carry a per-life or reusable spell. A Healing Scroll created by a healer can only grant a single use of the Heal spell, even though healers themselves can cast it as often as they wish. Regardless of the usage of the original spell or enchantment, a scroll magic can only be cast once per game, so it is a waste of magic points to put more than one use of a magic into one. To use a scroll, the bearer must speak the full incantation of the spell contained within as if he were casting the spell directly. 

Potions are also single-use items. To use a potion, the bearer must drink it (or at least go through the motions), then recite the name of the potion's magic 5 times for it to take effect. The only kinds of magics that can be made into potions are spells or enchantments that normally target players and have a range of zero (such as Resurrect, Heal, Protection From Flame, Cure Poison, and Teleport). Potions can be poisoned and cured of poison. Potions are the only artifacts usable by barbarians.

Wands are artifacts that can contain multiple uses of a single magic, but the normal maximum of a magic still applies, or a maximum of 8 if no maximum exists (a wand created by a healer cannot have more than 8 Heals or Mends or Extensions). A Wand of Enchanting Shields might cast up to four Enchant Shields in one game, or a Wand of Fireballs might give its owner the ability to cast one or more (but no more than four) reusable Fireballs for one life. Wands can be used as material components in magics that require them (such as Curse), whether the magic comes from a caster or the wand itself. Using a wand as an ordinary wand does not by itself cause the artifact to be destroyed at the end of the game.

Tomes are artifacts that work exactly like scrolls except that they may contain several different magics, each printed on its own page and only able to be used once. When a particular spell from the tome is cast, the page it is printed on immediately distintegrates. Once a spell has been cast from a tome, that tome will disintegrate completely at the end of the game. A very small number of tomes may have a magic printed more than once, but like a wand, a tome cannot have more than the normal maximum of any one magic.

Rings are the most powerful of artifacts. They blur the boundaries between artifacts and relics, and would certainly count as relics if their powers had any sort of permanency. Knowledge of how to create rings is unknown to the vast majority of artificers, since this information is fiercely guarded by the ancients and those who already possess such knowledge. Rings can contain more than magic power, and can have multiple uses of each. Legend holds that there are rings with powers quite exotic, such as the stealthy Ring of Invisibility, the fearsome Ring of Enduring Confidence, or the mighty Ring of Titans. The greatest of them all, the Ring of Wishes, is thought to have the power to grant its owner literally any power that can be had by mortals.


Other Artifact Types

There may be other artifact types, but they are so rare that there is no reliable information about them, if they exist at all.


Cursed Artifacts

Occasionally, someone may discover an artifact that is cursed -- not as in the wizard spell Curse or the healer spell Curse Weapon, but tainted with evil and malicious in nature. Fortunately, these artifacts are quite rare and what records exist of the means of their creation have largely been destroyed or otherwise eradicated by most reputable schools, churches, guilds, and individual mages that are involved in the construction of artifacts. Nevertheless, it is not entirely unheard of for victims to be cursed by a strange artifact they've discovered without presenting it to a bard with Lore or scout with Tracking to research the object first.


Miscellany

Additional matters such as mixing and matching spells from different classes when creating an artifact, recharging artifacts, giving new powers to already-created artifacts, and so on, are things that I would rather not go into. What has already been developed in this document should be sufficient for Amtgard to have plenty of fun with temporary magical goodies.


